Application Questions
Question 1 (250-word maximum)
Tell us about your idea/project/organization/work that you will work on if you are selected for the
Fellowship. Include the who, what, when, and how of your project. Who is involved? What are you
doing? How long have you been working on this? Lastly, how does it inspire and engage others to act
on climate? If working on multiple projects, please provide information for each.
Question 2 (150-word maximum)
Describe your role in the above idea/project/organization/work. Be sure to describe your main
responsibilities in driving the work forward. If you have a title, and don’t worry if you don’t, please
include this.
Question 3 (150-word maximum)
How has your work grown so far? You could tell us about:
•
•
•

any accomplishments (events/actions/digital growth/partnerships/recognition) so far
major challenges you have faced and/or
what drives you and keeps you going.

Question 4 (150-word maximum)
How are you, this project, or your team connected to other groups, organizations, and networks in
the climate parent and/or broader climate movement? Include groups/people you’ve worked closely
with for this or past projects, and how you’ve worked together. Details are appreciated.
Question 5 (150-word maximum)
We are looking for people that have demonstrated courage, creativity, and innovation in their work.
Can you tell us about how this is reflected in your current or past work?
Question 6 (100-word maximum)
We recognize that many groups/organizations have had little or no funding. How has your work
been resourced thus far? Please estimate how much money has been raised in grants, sub-grants,
micro-grants, financial donations, crowdfunding, etc. to support this work. Please also tell us what
kind of non-financial support your group/organization has received (volunteers, advisors,
mentorship, trainings, etc.) to help grow this work.
Question 7 (200-word maximum)
Why are you applying to the Climate-Parent Fellowship? How would the fellowship assist with the
continuation and growth of your parent climate work? What do you hope to gain/contribute to the
Fellowship cohort?

